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Reverse Osmosis System

Series
Line Pressure RO System

CRO360
Reverse Osmosis System
Corrigan reverse osmosis
filtration will increase
your sales and profits
with water that:
• Won’t leave mineral and
scale residue on surfaces
• Sharply lowers maintenance
on water using equipment
• Makes better tasting
beverages and ice
• Features 24V pump for
pressurizing treated water

Corrigan’s economical
alternative for smaller
RO applications.

A Reputation for Creating Value Through Quality Equipment

CRO360 Applications

• Automatic misting systems (helps
eliminate scale spotting)
• Ice machines
• Bakery equipment
• Steam tables
• Floral
• Water vending equipment
• Steam equipment
• Deionization pretreatment
• Coffee & post mix equipment

CRO360 Features

• 360 gallons per day
• 95% average TDS rejection
• Permeate auto-flush*
• 3.16” x 18.75” membrane
• 50% recovery (one gallon to drain for
every gallon made)
• Adjustable tank pressure switch
• 20” sediment and carbon pre-filters
included with system
• Required inlet pressure 50psi
• 24V pump for pressurizing treated water

™

SYSTEM COMPONENTS
Filtration
A 20” sediment filter
followed by a 20” carbon
filter allows for greater
filtering ability, longer time
between changes and
better membrane life.

RO System
Includes long-life
membrane design as clean
water automatically flushes
hard water off membrane
after each cycle.*

Accumulator Tank
Nine gallon water storage
tank, sold separately.

SYSTEM INFORMATION
Reverse Osmosis Makes a Difference

Because the water going into it can adversely affect water
using equipment, hard water and scale will translate into high
maintenance cost. The process of reverse osmosis removes
hardness ions and other scale constituents, thus producing
purified water and significantly reducing service expenses.

A Corrigan Reverse Osmosis System

Since our invention and patent of the automatic produce mist
system in 1979, Corrigan has grown to be a leader in perishable
controls for the supermarket industry. Our experience and
innovation is exemplified in quality equipment, and committed
people that are dedicated to customer satisfaction. The CRO360
is a dependable, low-maintenance reverse osmosis system.

“Fresh Ideas...Practical Solutions”

We offer a free water analysis to determine the best filtration choice for your location. Call 800-462-6478
*Permeate auto-flush - After filling the storage tank, a typical RO shuts down leaving hard water inside the membrane. This hard water drastically shortens the life of
the membrane and affects water quality upon start-up. The permeate auto-flush cleans hard water off the membrane using some of the high quality water from the
storage tank after each cycle. This process extends membrane life and improves water quality.
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